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Abstract. Visual merchandising is a very important tool and has an impact on cus-
tomer desires in shopping. Data mining is a new method to support the process of ana-
lyzing organizational decisions using data in the organization. This research uses Apriori
algorithm in processing data mining to be made into information. Data mining has var-
ious functions, one of which is association, which is a function used to determine the
relationship between existing items. This research explains the data mining design model
and the results of this research indicate that data mining can provide solutions to prob-
lems that arise related to the appearance of stores or visual merchandising in Informa
based on a combination of sales data and by utilizing data mining technology.
Keywords: Data mining, Association, Apriori algorithm, Visual merchandising, Store
display

1. Introduction. The presence of shopping centers is one of the most dynamic business-
es, especially businesses in the store-based retail sector. This has resulted in the creation
of a competitive business climate. In order to survive, the retail business must be able to
anticipate market changes and must be responsive in adjusting it so that it is always in ac-
cordance with the people’s lifestyle. Informa is a retail store that sells furniture products
in Indonesia. Informa sells various types and types of furniture, ranging from furniture for
residential, office, indoor to outdoor furniture. Informa itself categorizes products sold as
household appliances, commercial, electronics, accessories, furniture sets, tables & chairs,
mattresses & beds, storage and sofas.

Visual merchandising is a very important way of communicating to customers in order
to get the attention of these customers [1]. Visual merchandising has several main ele-
ments, such as window display, store design, color & lighting and store layout [1]. Visual
merchandising is a very important tool and has an effect on customer desires in shopping
[1]. At the merchandise display level, luxury products are often staged in a manner that
reflects the iconic aesthetic [2]. And with a good store layout can increase the likelihood
that customers will be in the store with a longer period of time [3]. Stress the importance
of product staging techniques as a contemporary challenge for retailers wishing to capture
an edge in making merchandise standout in-store [2]. Several researchers have demon-
strated the influence of visual merchandising on consumers’ perceptions and/or purchase
intentions [4]. Customer behavior is learning behavior between cluster or organization
which have associated with product to respond to the customer and social requirements
[5]. Market basket analysis is one of the most popular areas in the field of data-mining,
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which is used to analyze customer behaviors with respect to the purchase of commodities
[6]. Data mining applied to the field of commercialization allows, among other aspects,
to discover patterns of behavior in clients, which companies can use to create marketing
strategies addressed to their different types of clients [7]. Data mining has a variety of
functions namely association, classification, clustering, forecasting, regression, sequence
discovery and visualization [8]. One of them is association, which is a function that is
used to determine the relationship between existing items [9]. The four main objectives
of the organization that reflect the marketing concept are [10]: orientation to customers
in all aspects of the organization and operations, the pursuit of profitable sales volumes
in a scientific manner, business integration towards common goals, social responsibility
in decision making. Marketing is a social and managerial process where individuals and
groups get their needs and desires by creating, offering and exchanging products and
values with other individuals and groups [11].
This paper proposes a data mining design model, namely the implementation of data

mining with the association method and the Apriori algorithm for shop display design at
Indonesian home centers. With this research, several product recommendations will be
made with the right layout so that they can increase sales.
In Section 1 we present the motivation of this research followed by discussing some

theoretical background that guides the research in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the
methodology implemented in this research. In Section 4 we present the results of the
research and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Theoretical Background.

2.1. Data mining techniques. In the retail world, data mining can extract predictive
information hidden from large databases by identifying valuable customers, predicting
customer behavior in the future, and making knowledge-based decisions, which move the
company to go beyond analyzing past events and allowing companies to be oriented in
future. The choice of data mining techniques must be based on data characteristics and
business needs [11]. Data mining can be seen as a business movement process that is
focused on discovery and continues to use beneficial knowledge from organizational data
[12]. This can be used as a guide in making decisions and forecasting effects and decisions.
For example, data mining can increase the speed of response of marketing campaigns by
segmenting customers into groups with different characteristics and needs. That can
predict how it is possible for an existing customer to bring his business to competitors
[12].

2.2. CRISP-DM. CRISP-DM, which stands for cross-industry standard process for data
mining, is a method that has proven to guide the data mining works [7]. To build the
mining models, it uses the CRISP-DM methodology. CRISP-DM methodology consists
of six major phases [13]: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation,
modelling, evaluation, deployment.

2.3. Association & Apriori. Association aims to establish the relationship between
items that exist together in a given note [12]. Association rules are one of the essential
data and web mining techniques which aim to discover the frequent patterns among
itemsets in a transactional database [14]. The Apriori algorithm is a method to discover
sets of frequent elements and generates association rules on a set of transaction data.
There are some association level metrics, the most popular ones are support, confidence
and lift.
It first identifies the frequent individual elements through the transactions and then

extends to the increasingly large element sets until the resulting element sets reach a
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specified frequency threshold [7]. The Apriori algorithm is usually implemented in inves-
tigating the purchases of a store and extracted their association rules [14,17].

2.4. Market basket analysis. Market basket analysis technique is one data mining
technique that aims to find products often purchased together from transaction data,
here very necessary to determine the rules association. Association rules are a pattern the
tendency of buyers to shop goods. Basket size patterns allow marketers to identify light
and heavy shoppers in-store (on a given day), in the same way that purchase frequencies
identify light and heavy brand and category buyers [15].

3. Research Methodology and Tools. The data mining technique used in this study
is the association, also known as market basket analysis. A typical business process is
analyzing the sales transaction table by identifying products that are often purchased
together by the customer. Existing similarities from purchase data are used to identify
groups of similarities from products and habits that occur in the interests of cross-selling.
In terms of association, each item is considered information.

The research is organized into 3 steps.
The first step in this research is to collect the data. The data used are data sales of

information products generated from daily sales, and then recapitulated every month by
the Inventory Planner team with SAP BW (Business Warehouse).

The process of withdrawing data using SAP BW is quite easy and fast, because the
tools provided in this module are very complete. Simply drag and drop which is then
executed and exported to Excel.

The second step is to use Jupiter Notebook to conduct data preprocessing stage. In
this stage, we do the followings:

1) Remove leading and trailing whitespace from description column
2) Drop rows that do not have invoice numbers
3) Create shopping baskets
The third step uses KNIME to conduct the association rule. KNIME is a data analysis,

reporting and integration platform including free software. KNIME is used to combine
various components and explore information on data mining and machine learning. It can
also integrate various data sources, including the pre-processing (ETL: Extract, Trans-
form, Load) stage, the modeling stage, data analysis and visualization without or with
programming.

Figure 1. Work flow of market basket analysis building association rule

Figures 1 shows the processing flow using KNIME. It contains 3 stages represented by
nodes. The followings are detailed information corresponding to each node.

• File Reader: This node is used to read data from ASCII files or URL paths that have
been selected previously. Here we use the Data Sales Semester 2 2019 CTC Dept PT
Home Center Indonesia.csv file stored in the knime-workspace/informa association
directory.
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• Cell Splitter: This node uses predefined delimiter characters to divide the contents
of the selected column into sections. Inside this node contains a collection (list or
set) of cells with split output from Data Sales Semester 2 2019 CTC Dept PT Home
Center Indonesia.csv. The resulting output consists of two columns, namely Row ID
and Col0 SplitResultSet.

• Association Learner (Borgelt): The node uses the Apriori algorithm applied by Chris-
tian Borgelt. Induction of association and data mining rules is a powerful method
for market basket analysis. So its basically logic Apriori and association rule tech-
niques are a technical pair for achieving the level of data accuracy height and data
processing techniques arranged systematically and can be mapped computationally
algorithmically [16]. The parameters set in this node are
– Minimum set size: 2
– Minimum support: 2%
– Minimum rule confidence: 1%

4. Results and Discussions.

4.1. Data acquisition and preprocessing. Sales data is the main input in this re-
search. Due to some limitations, we only collect data from CTC Department during the
Semester 2 2019 sales. Table 1 presents the structure of the data.

Table 1. Informa sales data

No. Data name Data type Detail
1 AH Dept Char Sales department name on Informa
2 AH Commodity Char Commodity code based on its designation

3 AH Commodity Desc Char
Description of the commodity code based on its
designation (Commercial/Outdoor/etc.)

4 AH Class Char Commodity code based on type

5 AH Class Desc Char
Description of the commodity code based on
type (Table/Chair/Stool/etc.)

6 AH Prd Grp Char Commodity group code

7 AH Prd Grp Desc Char
Descriptions of commodity groups (Basi Chair/
Dining Table/Chair/Folding Table/etc.)

8 Article Type Char Commodity type code
9 Company Char Informa’s branch name
10 Company Code Numeric Informa’s branch code
11 Karyawan Char Employee name & ID
12 Article Numeric The article code of the commodity
13 Description Char Description of the article code
14 Quantity Numeric Number of articles sold
15 Amount Numeric Total sales price
16 Transdate Numeric Total transaction
17 Receive No Numeric Transaction code
18 Dept Char Department code
19 Month Numeric Transaction month code
20 Type Transaction Char Type of transaction (Cash and Carry/Delivery)

4.2. Association rule implementation results. Following are the outputs from the
KNIME processing tools. Workflow in the Data Sales Semester 2 2019 CTC Dept PT
Home Center Indonesia.csv file consists of 3 nodes, namely Files Reader, Cell Splitter and
Apriori algotihm (setting using KNIME).
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Figure 2. Result of association rule

Figure 2 presents the result of association rule using Apriori algorithm by applying the
above parameters setting.

The screen capture shows 37 rules that meet the above-mentioned parameter setting.
It shows, for example from Row0, if someone buys Dacey 2 Chair Black (call it item A)
then he or she will likely buy X032646 Trinity 2 Table (call it item B) with confidence
1.43%. The number of 1.43 can be found in column 6. This says that more than 1.43%
of time a buyer of item A will also buy item B. The biggest confidence from the figure
can be found in Row33 with confidence of 12.1%. This means much of the time (12.1%)
if someone buys Titans Stool Black, then she or he will also buy Titans Stool Red.

The strength of the association can also be seen from column 9 (Rule Lift). The output
of this process can be used as a reference in finding out which products that usually are
bought together. This can be used as a reference in determining the display position of
goods in the showroom to increase customers shopping experience.

5. Conclusions. Based on the data mining implementation design by applying the Apri-
ori algorithm and the association method to product sales data, it generates patterns that
can help companies determine product sales strategies. The results are as follows.

a) Recommend the right product selection for display in the store based on a combina-
tion of sales data.

b) Recommend the right products to customers so that they can increase product sales.
c) Provide a better shopping experience to customers.
With the results of this research, it is hoped that Informa, especially the CTC division,

can apply the concept of display based on products that are of interest to customers. So
it can help increase sales. In the future, one can do more detailed research on all product
categories in Informa, so that not only the CTC division will get the benefits but all
divisions in Informa.
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